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**Abstract:** In this paper, we describe a qualitative user study of Searchling – an experimental visual interface that allows users to leverage a bilingual thesaurus for query formulation and enhancement. The design of Searchling is based on theories of thesaurus-based interface design from Shiri et al. [1], combined with the principles of rich-prospect browsing [2]. The Searchling interface provides the user with three working spaces on one screen: the Thesaurus space, Query space, and Document space. We interviewed 15 graduate and faculty researchers at the University of Alberta, who carried out three structured tasks in a thinkaloud protocol, with simultaneous audio recording and screen capture. These participants identified a number of significant advantages to the researcher provided by Searchling, including the value of having an interface that could help with identifying search terms, suggesting preferred terms, and giving bilingual search support. They also suggested areas for future improvement, primarily related to our assumption that common knowledge of thesauri would be sufficient to make the various features clear if they were described using standard vocabulary from the thesaurus field.
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1 **Introduction**

Visual interfaces are finding their way into digital libraries as well as into a wide range of information retrieval systems. Visual interfaces enhanced with a thesaurus can be designed to support a variety of information seeking tasks, namely searching, browsing and navigation. More specifically, depending on the level of sophistication that can be offered in the interface, visual interfaces have the potential to support such interactive tasks as query formulation, modification or expansion. In this project, our aim was to develop and evaluate a thesaurus-enhanced bilingual visual interface that will support users’ information search and retrieval experience within the context of digital libraries. For the current phase, we used the Government of Canada Core Subject Thesaurus.

Previous research in thesaurus-based query formulation and expansion has shown promising results. For instance, Beaulieu [3] reported that both the explicit and implicit use of a thesaurus (using interactive or automatic query expansion respectively) can be beneficial. Efthimiadis [4] has suggested that during query expansion, a thesaurus could be used to display the relationships of the selected terms to other terms. Shiri and Revie [5] in a study of end-user search term selection and
query expansion behaviour within a thesaurus-enhanced search system, found that in 50% of the cases where users found additional thesaurus terms, they were not aware of those terms at the beginning of the search.

More recently, Shiri [6] has examined 21 metadata-enhanced digital library visual interfaces from the following perspectives: a) information access and retrieval features supported; b) metadata elements used; c) visualization techniques and metaphors utilized. The results show that visual interfaces to digital libraries enhanced with metadata are becoming more widespread as they provide richer representation of digital collections.

2 Theoretical Framework and Design of Searchling
The design of our user interface, called Searchling, was based on two key concepts. The first is the idea of rich-prospect interfaces, in which individual representations of every item in a collection are combined with emergent tools [2]. Using this conceptual framework, Ruecker et al. have subsequently developed a number of metadata enhanced visual interfaces to support users’ information search and exploration activities (e.g. [7], [8]). The second set of principles we applied are the design ideas for thesaurus-based search interfaces suggested by Shiri et al. [1], including:

- Providing hierarchical and alphabetical lists to support different strategies.
- Allowing flexible ways of choosing terms.
- Facilitating moving between a descriptor and its hierarchical structure.
- Catering for the selection of alternative Boolean operators.
- Providing a term pool option for saving the descriptors.
- Integrating thesaurus and retrieved documents displays.
- Making thesaurus options available in all stages of the search process.

The interface provides the user with the following three spaces within a single screen: the thesaurus space, the query space, and the document space (Figure 1).

The Thesaurus space is on the left. It includes a browsable side panel of high-level categories, next to a list of thesaurus terms. Each term has a number beside it, which indicates how many documents in the collection contain the term. When a term is queried or clicked, it moves to the top of the list and all related terms from the thesaurus appear below it. The table to the right of the Thesaurus list indicates related terms that are broader, narrower, preferred or non-preferred compared with the selected term; the user can also sort by these categories. Finally, there is a language switch at the top of the Thesaurus list.

The Query space is located in the right panel of the screen. Users can search for a single term in the thesaurus by entering it in the query box, choosing a language, and clicking the button labeled “Find in Thesaurus.” If the term is entered in English but the user selects French as the query language, Searchling will search for the corresponding French term, but the English term will also always be visible as a microtext satellite below the query term.
When users decide to add a term to their query, they do so by checking the box next to it in the thesaurus list, and it is added to the Selected Terms list on the lower right side panel. This area serves as the term pool described by Shiri et al. [1].

The Document space forms the third section of the screen, running across the bottom. The documents are represented by standard bibliographic information; they can be sorted in various ways, and each item serves as a link to the actual document.

3 Methodology

The methodology and the technologies used to develop the visual user interface have been detailed in a previous paper [9]. The focus of this paper is to report on a user-centred evaluation of the interface.

Fifteen participants for this study were recruited by snowball sampling of researchers at the University of Alberta, including in particular the bilingual researchers from the Department of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies. Data from the interviews were collected verbally, digitally and in written form. The tasks in this user study were designed to test the user’s initial response to the Searchling interface; we were interested in how easy or difficult it is for new users to understand the relationship between the different groups of information on the page and whether they found this grouping helpful in their search. In other words, the assigned tasks
asked users to try out as many of the interface features as possible, while requiring very little focus on the actual content of the database. In addition to the qualitative feedback, we also had users rank a number of items on a 5-point Likert scale.

4 Results
The most promising finding for Searchling is that it has the potential to solve the greatest problem that people encounter with other search tools, namely formulating queries. When asked about difficulties with their current search tools, the study participants unanimously cited the inability to isolate keyword search terms for a specific topic as the single most frustrating problem. One participant saw immediate implications for her own research. She studies “non-canonical elements, which often use multiple names, so it would be very helpful.” Other users said they would find Searchling most useful at the beginning of a research project on an unfamiliar topic, because they could start by browsing through general categories for relevant terms and the Thesaurus could help them narrow or broaden their search.

There were also positive responses to specific aspects of the interface, such as the numbers next to each term in the Thesaurus, which indicate how many documents in the collection contain that term. Most users also appreciated that they could keep as many items as they like “on deck” in the Selected Terms list, without immediately adding them to the search for documents.
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